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issues of diversity and are then paired up to visit1

schools near their campuses.2

1d ugrow.  In Seattle, Washongton, for exeirle, nearevisit1collectionu-20communivergroups neat had bere meetongvisit112
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opportunity in these areas that I call and we call1

deeply connected to our daily lives.2

And I guess what we’re hoping is that when3

the President turns to the work of putting together4

his report to the American people, that he will be5

bold, and we will encourage him to be bold, because we6

will in our recommendations set out a series of7

options that we think reflect truthfully what we’ve8

heard all across the country in this past year.9
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get this done, that is, improve or advance race1

relations, there is no one group that can get it done.2

There is no one political party; there’s no one race3
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maybe the Caucasian mainstream, the language being one1

of them, and that becomes a hot issue in electoral2

propositions and stuff.3

But also I just wanted to bring it back4

also if I could to people of color.  I mean, it’s a5

racial issue, but it’s also people of color.  So, I6

mean, somebody who’s different, and it can be7

differences in color; so between races there’s also8

that issue.9

And the thing that we were tasked with was10

really along the racial lines, and obviously the thing1010thathesrough ng the e pristheso people of co?ue.
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affirmative action as a tool.1

Now, it’s been decided in some states that
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would be a desire, we would hope, through the1
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in a hotel as guests; the other is the power of1

education so that this man has now -- now understands2

as a result of his exposure to you and to others that3

it was an inappropriate thing to do.4

We’ve talked about the fact that our5

history has consequences, and probably 60 years ago,6

Dr. Franklin, if you had been standing in that hotel,7

you probably would have been the one to go get the8

car.9

Times have changed.  The Council on10

Economic Advisors published for the first time this11

year as part of their President’s economic report a12

chapter on race statistics, and while it was -- the13

council was able to demonstrate that things are14

getting better in terms of the disparities that have15
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We now have tracking in a great number of1

schools.  We think we can consult and share the best2

practices with school districts to insure that3

tracking is not implemented in a way that resegregates4

students.5

Also, the way tracking is implemented now6

in a number of schools, it’s really inconsistent with7

our idea in this country of all students, all students8

can learn if they’re given an opportunity to do so and9

high quality teachers.10

Also we believe in strengthening the11
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home or start a business.  It becomes a major factor.1

This level of racial and economic2

inequality is a major part of the challenge facing our3

country, and in the next century will be an issue for4

all Americans including the private and public sector5

who must address this issue.6

We believe that education alone is not7

enough.  It is important.  It is a major important8

factor in the lives of all of our children.  While9

through the years there has been tremendous progress10

in education for most minority groups, it has not been11

fully or completely effective in closing the earnings12

gap between minority workers and whites.  The gap13

persists at all educational levels, and unfortunately14
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viewed just normally as national problems, highways,1
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that, you know, given that experience -- and I think1

I’m correct in saying that we were all in this to a2

person, and I think to a person have made that3

response -- I’m wondering what, in light of the common4

set of aspirations that people have, what is it that5

is preventing these common goals from being the source6
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school with the computer software program in IBM.1

And I said, "So you’re not going to2

college?"3

He says, "Maybe later on."4

And I said, "So this is a full-time job.5

This is not a summer job?"6

And he says, "No."7

And someone -- I can’t remember -- one of8
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are going overseas because there are more skilled1

workers.2

work?rs.
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people are holding down two jobs to make one because1

the salaries just are not being paid.  We’re talking2

living wages, jobs, not midnight basketball, but3

quality jobs as well.4

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  This Board has two5

senior consultants.  Laura Harris, who was6

unfortunately unable to be here this morning, was here7

yesterday, and the other is Professor Christopher8
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the Departmen1Tf
1wducation was inresearch because1Tj
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content in every way and insists that not merely that1

if it’s going to put money into something that it has2

something to say about the content, but even if it3

doesn’t put any money in it.4

Note what they did last year with res-ad1uo5E1b53.5644 0 TD
0 Tc
0 Tw
(1)
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not part of the standards.  Children will not be1

learning this and that and the other.2

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Well, that’s the whole3

point.4

GOVERNOR KEAN:  And therefore, we’re not5

going to try to establish -- we’re not going to try to6

intrude ourselves.  What we’re going to do is say10(is )-10iS’re not going(6)Tj
3.5644 -2.3762 TD
-0.026 Tto4

intrude ourthatfJrsthat anrea oinhisstiS’re untilwhol0iS’re comle6

point.
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in a way that doesn’t require you to state your1

personal opinions --2

GOVERNOR KEAN:  I’ve never had a problem3

with that.4

(Laughter.)5

MR. THOMAS:  But I guess for some people.6

When I look at this issue, the way7

corporations would address an issue like this, they8

would say it is of such a scope and such a magnitude9

that we have to have a national approach to it.  So10

let’s say we have many outlets across the country, and11

they would acknowledge that there certainly is local12

interpretation to a certain degree, but they would13
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sure the taxpayers’ money is well spent.1

But this whole question of what’s local2

and what’s state and what’s federal is something we’re3

going to be talking about in this country, I think,4

for a long time to come.5

Some of us believe that you can end some6

places on that spectrum and some believe others, but7
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exposing some of these important areas, and we’ve got1

the germs of some good ideas in here.2

And I think that between now and the next3

meeting, you know, we can play out with the Initiative4

staff and the consultants -- they’ve really put some5

good work towards maybe tracking some of those and6

coming up with a list of priorities that maybe we can7

talk about next time.8

I believe that there’s a lot of9

expectation for what we’d come out with as people have10

talked to us individually about where we’re going.  I11

think there’s a great deal of expectation, but I think12
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REV. DR. COOK:  I think that this has been1

great.  The expectations have been high in terms of2

what is expected, but I think that one of the3

highlights for me was going to Oxford, Mississippi,4

where years ago African American students could not5

cross the common areas, and to see an entire community6

working together and saying, "We want to live7

together, we want to work together."8

So I think what our Initiative has done is9

pique the consciousness of American.  The promises and10

practices that we’ve seen have heightened my hope to11

show that America is more hopeful than not.12

But it would be a shame for the year that13

we’ve had to not be preserved, all of the experiences,14

all of the activities we’ve participated in.  We need
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I’ve goo13 Tm5n.[rhe
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that we face, reported to him about the results, made1

recommendations and suggestions to him, and that each2

and every month he has responded and has put in place3

suggestions that were made, whether they had to do4

with problems of housing, problems with enforcement,5

legi
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